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Abstract: A convective cell storm containing two differential reflectivity (ZDR) columns was observed
with a dual-polarization phased-array radar (X-PAR) in Xixian County. Since a ZDR column is
believed to correspond to a strong updraft and a single convective cell is considered to have a simple
dynamic structure with one updraft core, how these two ZDR columns form and coexist is the focus
of this study. The dynamic and microphysical structures around the two ZDR columns are studied
under the mutual confirmation of the X-PAR observations and a cloud model simulation. The main
ZDR column forms and maintains in an updraft whose bottom corresponds to a convergence of
low-level and mid-level flow; it lasts from the early stages to the later stages. The secondary ZDR

column emerges at the rear of the horizontal reflectivity (ZH) core relative to the moving direction of
the cell; it forms in the middle stages and lasts for a shorter period, and its formation is under an
air lifting forced by the divergent outflow of precipitation. Therefore, the secondary ZDR column
is only a by-product in the middle stages of the convection rather than an indicator of a new or
enhanced convection.

Keywords: differential reflectivity column; dual polarization phased-array radar; convective cell

1. Introduction

A differential reflectivity (ZDR) column [1–3] is a phenomenon in which a high ZDR area
is vertically columnar and extends upward above the 0 ◦C level height. Observations that
captured ZDR columns can be traced back to the 1980s [4–6] when dual-polarization weather
radars were early used. High values of ZDR usually physically correspond to horizontally
oriented and flat hydrometeor particles, such as large falling raindrops; additionally, these
high values help to distinguish between raindrops and ice-phase particles (e.g., hail and
graupel) in areas with high values of horizontal reflectivity (ZH). Based on these principles,
a ZDR column may indicate the existence of supercooled raindrops with large sizes, whose
characteristics are different from those of other supercooled liquid droplets with much
smaller sizes in the formation and growth processes of ice particles (e.g., converting into
freezing drops or being collected by graupel and hail). Therefore, the ZDR column and
relevant physical processes are matters of concern in radar observations of convective
weather [7,8], especially the dynamic background of its formation, as well as its role in
a microphysical chain such as “aerosol—supercooled cloud and raindrop—hail growth”.
Over the past 20 years, aircraft observations, ground-based detection, and numerical
simulations have revealed that the formation of ZDR columns is closely related to the
upward transport and collision enhancement processes of raindrops by strong updrafts
in convective systems [9–13]. As a signal that indicates strong convective updrafts, the
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ZDR column is used to monitor and predict the development of mesoscale convective
systems [14].

The performance of traditional weather radar limits the in-depth understanding of
variations in ZDR columns. Usually, traditional operational radars with mechanically rotat-
ing parabolic antennas take 4–6 min to conduct a volume scan containing approximately
10 elevations. However, such spatiotemporal resolutions are rough in the vertical direction,
causing time differences and space intervals between elevation layers; these differences
interfere with capturing the fine vertical structure of the ZDR column. Although radars for
scientific research can perform range–height indicator (RHI) scans, the selection of RHI
azimuths still has difficulty ensuring timeliness and accuracy. These limitations above
lead to some problems in the theoretical analysis and application of the ZDR column. On
one hand, in some results of previous studies using RHI scans or composite RHI from
traditional radars, the ZDR column seems to be fully or partially overlapping with the
low-level local core of the ZH (fully overlapping can be seen in [15] and [16] (p. 271), over-
lapping on a small half part of the ZH core can be seen in [11,17]). Since the ZH core near
the ground theoretically corresponds to precipitation and downdrafts instead of updrafts,
an RHI or a composite RHI derived from volume scans obtained with a traditional radar
with the limitations mentioned above may lead to bias in an analysis of the convective
dynamic structure. Although an explanation for this distribution is that the precipitation
with downdraft is located just below the updraft core, this is not a rational structure that
can produce strong convection since intense precipitation may quickly slow down the
updraft. On the other hand, the rough temporal resolutions of traditional operations are not
conducive to capturing the formation of ZDR columns in the early stages of rapidly devel-
oping convection to provide early warning. Therefore, a weather radar with capabilities of
faster scanning and finer detection is necessary for a better observation of ZDR columns so
that ZDR columns can be better used for understanding and warning of convective events.

A dual-polarization phased-array weather radar with a fast detection capability is
an important approach for detecting convection more accurately. This radar uses phase
scanning in the elevation direction; it can complete volume scans of dozens of elevation
layers within 120 s, in which the spatiotemporal resolution is much higher than that of tra-
ditional radar systems. Over the past decade, many countries have built dual-polarization
phased-array weather radars, which play important complementary roles in weather moni-
toring and short-term forecasting operations [18–21]. There have been studies that show
the benefits of rapid-update ZDR information in scientific observations, operational early
warning, and data assimilation for weather forecasts [22–25]. However, further research on
the fine structure of ZDR columns based on phased-array weather radar is still rare.

In the selected case of this paper, a convective cell storm containing two ZDR columns
was observed with a dual-polarization phased-array radar (X-PAR). Considering that a
single convective cell should have a simple structure with only one updraft core, and it
was previously believed that the ZDR column corresponds to a strong updraft, the reason
why this convective cell has two ZDR columns at the same time has aroused our interest. In
addition to the X-PAR observations, there is a cloud model that simulates similar results.
Based on the combination of these observations and simulations, typical vertical and
horizontal structures of the cell are studied to reveal the formation mechanism of these
ZDR columns. The data and methods are described in Section 2. The results are shown in
Section 3. A discussion and conclusions are given in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Radar Data

The dual-polarization X-PAR data used in this paper are developed by Naruida
Technology Co., Ltd., Zhuhai, China. The radar is deployed in Xixian County, Linfen City,
Shanxi Province. The radar station is at 110.8◦E, 36.8◦N, and the altitude is 1.32 km. Other
basic information is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the X-PAR used in this paper.

Attribute Value Attribute Value

Scanning system One-dimension
phased-array scan Beam width 1.8◦

Frequency 9.3~9.5 GHz Radial resolution 30 m
Peak power 400 W Number of elevations 21
Polarization Horizontal/vertical Volume scan time 60.25 s

Maximum sidelobe
of antenna ≤−23 dB

Sampling resolution in
azimuth and

elevation directions
1.2◦/1.8◦

Cross-polarization
isolation ≥30 dB Observation range 43.17 km

For the detection sensitivity of this radar, the actual stored minimal reflectivity is 4 dBZ
at a distance of 10 km and 9 dBZ at 20 km. More usually, the visual edges of a cloud echo are
approximately 10 dB/20 dB on the near side/far side of the radar beam due to the power
limitation of this type of radar, but it is basically enough to monitor local precipitation.

The nearest operational radar is a CINRAD-CC type C-band single-polarization oper-
ational radar (station number Z9357, deployed at 111.5◦E 36.1◦N, altitude 0.46 km, peak
power 250 kW, 102.7 km away from the X-PAR). Since Xixian County is in the inland tem-
perate zone and is surrounded by Loess Plateau gully terrain (Figure 1), there is full beam
blocking in the 1st-level PPI and partial beam blocking in the 2nd- and 3rd-level PPIs of the
C-band radar due to the mountains when it scans toward Xixian County (northwest direc-
tion). In this context, the deployment of the X-PAR not only helps to avoid low-elevation
terrain occlusion but also greatly improves the precise and rapid monitoring capability for
convective weather. Due to missing most of the lower characteristics of convective clouds
over Xixian County, the C-band radar is not suitable as formal data in this study, and it is
only used to carry out the attenuation evaluation, which is shown in Section 2.4.
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Figure 1. The topography around the X-PAR and the nearest operational radar (C-band).

The original observed variables analyzed in this paper are ZH and ZDR. Finite impulse
response (FIR) low-pass filtering with a 500 m window is used to suppress radial statistical
fluctuations in ZH, ZDR, and the copolar correlation coefficient (ρhv). On the lowest two
elevation layers, ZDR anomalies caused by partial occlusion are identified and removed by
ρhv < 0.7. Other radar information, processing methods, and comparative studies of data
reliability are described in [26]. In addition, note that no attenuation correction for rainfall
areas is adopted for the radar data for the following two reasons:
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(1) The horizontal scale of the ZH core is only approximately 5 km, and there is no
large-scale rainfall area passed through by the radar beams, so there is no obvious
attenuation. Although there is inevitably attenuation to some extent on the far side of
a radar beam when it passes through a convective core, such areas are less important
to the study in this paper since the focused area with ZH core and ZDR columns
are both on the near side of the X-PAR beams. The specific situation is shown in
Section 2.4.

(2) There are inevitably some large fluctuations in the differential phase shift in the weak
echo area at the cloud edge, which makes it difficult to obtain a stable differential
propagation phase when the continuous radial data on a radar beam are too short
(e.g., for the target small-scale convective cell in this study). A forced correction based
on that may instead contaminate the original structure of the cell.

As mentioned above, the C-band operational radar is used to evaluate the attenuation
condition and the reliability of the X-band phased-array radar in Section 2.4.

2.2. Weather Conditions and Convective Cell Selection

On 8 July 2021, the 200 hPa jet stream and a 500 hPa trough were over Shanxi Province;
additionally, the western Pacific subtropical high was located to the south of this region.
Figure 2 shows the local weather conditions near the radar site obtained from ERA5 reanal-
ysis data. Northwesterly winds dominate in the mid-upper troposphere, and the winds
in the lower layers change from westerly to easterly and southeasterly after 09:00 UTC
(Figure 2a). This wind shear condition is a potentially favorable condition for the mainte-
nance of convection since it is conducive to the dislocation of an updraft and a downdraft.
The convective available potential energy (CAPE, Figure 2b) shows medium convective
instability with a maximum of over 1000 J km−1. Scattered convective cell storms appear in
Xixian County after 05:00 UTC. The local weather modification department conducts hail
suppression operations using anti-aircraft guns from 07:00 to 08:00 UTC and from 10:27 to
10:28 UTC, aiming at highly organized convective cells. There is no report of hail in the
ground on this day.
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Figure 2. Local weather conditions near the radar site from ERA5 reanalysis data on 8 July 2021:
(a) wind and air temperature and (b) convective available potential energy (CAPE). The wind barb and
contour lines in (a) represent horizontal wind and air temperature (with 10 ◦C intervals), respectively;
the bold black line represents the 0 ◦C level (approximately 4.73 km height). The vertical red line in
(b) represents the emerging moment (09:18 UTC) of the convective cell observed with the X-PAR. The
local standard time is Beijing Time (UTC + 8), and the time used in this paper is UTC.
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The analysis object selected in this paper is a strong and isolated convective cell storm
that emerged in the clear sky after 09:00 and contained ZDR columns. This convective cell
formed in a period with relatively low CAPE (Figure 2b), which might explain why it is
an isolated one instead of a more active convective system with larger scale or multiple
cells. Owing to the observation of the complete life cycle of this isolated convective cell, it
is possible to find and confirm the coexistence of two ZDR columns in one convective cell.
This phenomenon may be easily ignored in mesoscale convective systems where convective
cells continue to form and dissipate.

2.3. Radar Variables for Analysis

The variables calculated from the original radar data are as follows:

(1) Composite reflectivity (Ze). Triple linear interpolation is used to interpolate ZH in
polar coordinates (elevation, azimuth, and radial distance) into a uniform grid of rect-
angular coordinates with a resolution of 100 m × 100 m × 100 m. The maximum value
in the vertical direction is taken to form a horizontal distribution map to characterize
the development and movement of the cloud system.

(2) Composite ZDR in cold layers (ZDRC)/warm layers (ZDRW). Similar to the process of
conducting Ze, grids at heights where the temperatures are less than 0 ◦C are used to
derive the ZDRC for observing the horizontal positions of ZDR columns. Conversely,
grids at heights where the temperatures are above 0 ◦C are used to derive the ZDRW
for observing the horizontal positions of large raindrops at low levels. Note that
sometimes the horizontal ice crystals in the cloud top and weak echo areas will lead to
large ZDR. At such time ZDRC is not applicable for locating a ZDR column. However,
most such weak echoes are not collected with the X-PAR used in this paper, so ZDRC
still works.

(3) Radial velocity divergence (RVD). The change rate of filtered VR along the radial
direction is obtained by the central difference to obtain the RVD, which helps to
diagnose vertical motion by showing the convergence and divergence distributions in
a vertical structure [26]. The convergence area shown by RVD indicates an updraft
and corresponds to a ZDR column in a recent study [27]. Although a 3D wind field
retrieval algorithm can retrieve strong updrafts [28] and seems better for dynamic
analysis, such algorithms often need to introduce additional assumptions, and it is
often difficult to obtain in situ observations of the vertical airflow in a mesoscale or
smaller convective system for verifying a retrieved updraft or downdraft. Compared
with that, RVD is not limited by additional assumptions and is considered to provide
direct evidence of a dynamic structure in a convective precipitation cloud. A previous
similar variable for diagnosing dynamic structure is storm-top divergence (STD) [14],
but it is mainly used in time series analysis. In this paper, the comparability of the
RVD and the simulated vertical dynamic structure with a cloud model is shown.

Physical characteristic retrievals such as particle size distribution and 3D wind are not
applied in this paper since the empirical assumptions for the above retrieval are not easily
verified in severe convective clouds. In addition, the hydrometeor classification based on
radar polarimetric variables is not used for a main analysis object due to its limitations and
uncertainty [29]; it is only briefly discussed in Section 3.5.

2.4. Radar Attenuation Evaluation

Taking the data in the middle stages as an example, the relative positions of the X-PAR
and the C-band radar and the surrounding terrain are shown in Figure 3a, where the
target cloud is east of the X-PAR and northwest of the C-band radar. The far side of the
X-PAR beams is approximately the near side of the C-band radar. Since there is theoretical
attenuation in the C-band, whether there is obvious attenuation in the C-band radar needs
to be clarified first. Regardless of the beam blocks, there is no large-scale precipitation
between the target cloud and the C-band radar, and the scale of the target cloud is small,
so it can be deemed that there is no considerable rainfall attenuation on the near side of
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the 4th PPI of the C-band radar before it detected the target cloud. The higher elevation
PPIs of the C-band may reach or are beyond the cloud top of the target cloud. Therefore, at
least the 4th-level PPI of the C-band radar can be used for quantitative assessment of the
attenuation condition of the X-PAR.
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Figure 3. Example of a comparison of X-PAR and C-band radar on the same PPI surface. Data near
09:51 are used from these two radars. (a) ZH in the original 4th-level PPI of the C-band radar at
3.4◦ elevation. (b) The same as (a) but zoomed at the target cloud, and the X and Y coordinates are
converted to be relative to the X-PAR. (c) The scatter plot of data in (b,d), where both of them have
valid data points. (d) ZH of X-PAR that was interpolated to the same PPI surface of (b). The dashed
lines in (a) mark beam ranges of the azimuth of the C-band radar, which cover the target cloud.

A quantitative comparison is shown in Figure 3b–d, where the X-PAR data are inter-
polated into the original 4th-level PPI surface. There is a less weak echo in the echo edge of
the X-PAR due to its lower sensitivity. However, the shapes of these two echoes are similar,
and some parts of the X-PAR still seem higher. The scatter plot in Figure 3c shows that the
reflectivities from these two radars are basically consistent from 30 to 60 dBZ, where the
scattered points are evenly distributed on both sides of the reference line. In addition, the
reflectivity of the X-PAR is larger than that of the C-band for the weaker part of the echo,
which cannot be fully explained at present. Considering that the altitudes in Figure 3b,d
are 5~7 km, where the temperature is below 0 ◦C and ice crystals and snowflakes may exist
over the periphery of the upper level of convection, some intrinsic differences may exist due
to radar band and particle orientation. In addition, a lower signal-to-noise ratio at a farther
distance or partial beam blocking may cause the weaker part mentioned above, though
these possibilities cannot be easily evaluated currently. However, no obvious attenuation
characteristic in the X-PAR is found over convection areas.

Another issue that needs to be checked is whether there is an actual ZDR column or if
the observed feature is an artifact. Figure 4 shows an example. The RHI at 72◦ azimuth
(Figure 4b,e) passes through the main ZDR column (stronger one), where a vertical structure
with a high ZDR value exceeding 6 km height is found, but it is slightly close to the cloud
edge. A clearer vertical structure is seen in the RHI at 79.2◦ azimuth (Figure 4f), where
the radar beams pass through the center of the secondary ZDR column and edge of the
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main ZDR column without passing through any other cloud in advance. These two isolated
high ZDR value areas both exceed a height of 6 km, and they are not close to the cloud
edge, so they are certainly not cluttered near edges. Therefore, the result of obtaining two
ZDR columns is reliable. The possible attenuation in the far end of the radar beam, such as
the easternmost part of Figure 4a, does not affect the analysis of ZDR columns around the
convection area in this paper.
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Figure 4. Examples of original RHIs observed with the X-PAR, which contain ZDR columns: (a) Ze

and the direction mark of the RHIs; (b) ZH at 72◦ azimuth; and (c) ZH at 79.2◦ azimuth; (d–f) are
the same as (a–c) but for ZDRC or ZDR. The dashed lines in (a,d) represent 72◦ (upper) and 79.2◦

(lower) azimuths.

2.5. The Cloud Model
2.5.1. Brief Introduction

A three-dimensional convective storm model (IAP CSM3D) [30,31] is used to perform
numerical simulations. This model is a compressive cloud model for ideal simulation
experiments, whose background field is set by a vertical atmospheric profile. A convection
can be triggered by a thermal perturbation or a cool pool outflow, which need to be
manually set. The microphysical schemes are based on bulk water techniques. There is a
single-moment scheme for cloud drops and a two-moment scheme for the other six classes
of hydrometeors, including raindrops, ice crystals, snow, frozen drops, graupel, and hail. In
addition, there is a seeding ice crystal class that is another independent class when artificial
seeding issues are studied. A frozen drop is defined to be formed by raindrop nucleation
or raindrops collected by ice crystals and snow, which both contribute to raindrop freezing.
The frozen drop class is separated from the traditional graupel class to better characterize
the formation of different hail embryos. Other information about the schemes used in the
model is given in [30,32].

The purpose of using this cloud model is that when the macrocharacteristics of the
simulated convective cell are similar to the observations with the X-PAR, more reliable dy-
namic and microphysical processes can be obtained and analyzed using the combination of
observation and simulation rather than only using radar signals. There are three aspects to
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compare their similarity: ZH, ZDR, and horizontal (or quasihorizontal) divergence. The ZH
is easy to compare since most numerical models produce a general Z where the dielectric
parameters and densities of different hydrometeors are considered in the calculation of
spherical equivalent reflectivity. The simulated horizontal wind divergence (HWD) is com-
pared with the observed RVD. Although there are inherent differences between HWD and
RVD in definitions, some basic dynamic characteristics can be obtained without additional
assumptions. The scheme for obtaining ZDR is described in the following section.

2.5.2. ZDR Simulation Scheme

To obtain simulated ZDR, both horizontal and vertical reflectivity (ZH and ZV) are
necessary, which are related to microphysical characteristics and distributions. Details of
the two-moment bulk water scheme for raindrops used in the cloud model are seen in [32].
The raindrop size distribution (RSD) is represented by a classical gamma distribution [33],
as shown in Equation (1):

N(D) = N0Dµexp(−βD) (1)

where N(D) (unit: m−3 m−1) is the number density of the RSD over equivalent spherical
diameter D (unit: m); N0 (unit: m−3 m−1−µ) is the number concentration parameter of the
RSD; µ (dimensionless, fixed to 2 in the cloud model) is the shape parameter of the RSD;
and β (unit: m−1) is the scale parameter of the RSD. Since µ is fixed, the remaining two
independent parameters (N0 and β) are estimated with simulated variables in the cloud
model (Equations (2) and (3)):

N0 = 0.5ρNTβ
3 (2)

β = (10πρLNT/Q)1/3 (3)

where ρ (unit: g m−3) is the density of air; ρL (fixed to 106 g m−3) is the density of liquid
water; Q (unit: g g−1) is the simulated mixing ratio of raindrops; and NT (unit: g−1) is the
simulated total number concentration of raindrops.

Using the parameters above, the RSD can be obtained. Then, the results from a
forward calculation based on radar scattering numerical simulation and a specific shape-
size relation [34] can be used to obtain both the horizontal and vertical reflectivity (ZH and
ZV) of raindrops as follows:

Zh,v =
4λ4

π4|Kw|2

Dmax∫
Dmin

∣∣Shh,vv(D)
∣∣2N(D)dD (4)

ZH,V = 10log10 Zh,v (5)

where Zh (or Zv), with lowercase subscripts, has linear units (mm6/m3), and ZH (or ZV),
with uppercase subscripts, are in log units (dBZ). Kw is associated with the dielectric
property (Kw = (ε − 1)/(ε + 2)). λ (unit: m) is the wavelength of the radar. Shh,vv is
the backscattering amplitude of a single hydrometeor particle in a horizontal or vertical
channel. Dmin and Dmax are the lower and upper limits of the RSD, which are set to 0.1 and
9 mm, and the interval is 0.1 mm. Since the ZDR contributed by other ice-phase particles
due to specific shapes and orientations is not the focus of this paper, the ZH and ZV of
other hydrometeor classes except raindrops are set to be the same Z derived from spherical
equivalent reflectivity. Then, the ZDR (unit: dB) of a grid in the model is obtained as follows:

ZDR = 10log10

[(
Z(otherclasses) + Zh

)
/
(

Z(otherclasses) + Zv

)]
(6)

where Z(other classes) is the sum of Z (unit: mm6/m3) of other hydrometeor classes.
There are several problems with ZDR simulation that need to be explained:

(1) The numerical model cannot reflect the partial melting state of ice phase particles.
One difference is that in the area where there may be melting graupel particles falling
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into lower levels, observations will show that the ZDR increases from top to bottom,
while the simulation results may show a ZDR valley near 0 dB compared with both
sides in the horizontal direction. This will make the simulated image appear to be
spatially discontinuous. However, the distributions of relatively large ZDR centers
and ZDR columns are still comparable to the observation results.

(2) Due to the influence of numerical techniques, there are occasional places where Q
and N are very small at the edge of the upper raindrop areas (e.g., closer to the lower
limit of the calculation precision), and when N is much smaller, it will lead to a large
average diameter of raindrops, resulting in an abnormally large value of ZDR and a
discontinuous distribution around it. This problem cannot yet be completely solved,
but since it does not affect the overall viewing of the vertical section, it has no essential
impact on the analysis of this paper.

(3) The simulated ZDR value is smaller than the observation. This may be limited by the
inherent limitations of the two-moment scheme used in the model. A similar result
that also has a smaller simulated ZDR can be found in another numerical model [35].
Among the simulation results, the ZDR values of the warm layer are slightly smaller
(the observation is usually 1~4 dB, and the simulation is usually 1~2 dB), while those
at the ZDR column position in the cold layer are much smaller (the observation is
usually 1~3 dB, and the simulation is usually less than 1 dB). However, in view of
the fact that the position of the ZDR column in the simulation results can be close to
the observation, this problem has limited influence on the analysis in this paper. In
addition, this problem will be briefly discussed in the last part of Section 4.

(4) Before using the cloud model, some mesoscale simulation experiments were carried
out using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, including different
microphysical schemes. However, it is challenging to accurately simulate a small-
scale convective cell originating from the clear sky using a mesoscale model. Most of
these simulation results did not provide a comparable convective cell when they were
compared with the observation. On the other hand, a spectral bin microphysical model
such as that used by Kumjian et al. [11] may lead to a long test cycle for numerical
calculation. These are the reasons why a cloud model based on a two-moment bulk
water scheme is used in this paper instead of using the more popular WRF or other
bin models.

2.5.3. Model Setting

The model is set to a grid with 120 × 120 × 100 gridpoints. The horizontal/vertical
resolutions are set to 300 m and 150 m. The bottom and top air pressures are 975 hPa and
120 hPa, respectively. The method for triggering convection is thermal perturbation. The
central strength of the thermal perturbation is 1 K, the horizontal and vertical radii are
2.4 km and 3.9 km, respectively, and the height of its core is at the −0.5 ◦C level. The initial
cloud concentration is set to 100 cm−3. The small time step for the microphysical process is
0.2 s, and the larger time step for a whole-time integration is 1 s. The selected background
vertical profile is basically the same as that shown at 10:00 UTC in Figure 2, but the relative
humidity in lower levels is enlarged from 30 % to 70 % since the original conditions are too
dry to produce a convective cell with high ZH (e.g., ZH greater than 50 dBZ).

3. Results
3.1. Overview of the Convective Cell Evolution

Four moments for representing typical stages are selected to demonstrate the evolution
of the target convective cell (Figure 5), including the time the cloud emerged, the time
containing the main ZDR column in the early stages, the time when the secondary ZDR
column was strongest, and the time after the secondary ZDR column disappeared. To better
describe the location of various echo characteristics, the moving direction of the convective
cell is defined as its visual moving direction during the entire study period (this direction is
shown in Figure 5, basically south and a little east), and the rear and front side are defined
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according to this moving direction. These relative locations are marked in the upper left of
Figure 5.
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As shown in Figure 5, a weak echo approximately 2 km in diameter emerged in the
upper air at 09:18 UTC. This echo grew into a cell storm with a diameter exceeding 10 km
within 15 min (09:33 UTC); the maximum Ze exceeded 60 dBZ in half an hour (09:48 UTC).
Subsequently, the strong center weakened, and there were scattered multiple weak centers
in the later stages (10:00 UTC). In the early stages (09:33), an area with a ZDRC close to
3 dB appeared on the west side of the cell (right side relative to the moving direction of
the cloud), corresponding to a ZDR column. A relatively narrow band of ZDRW showed
that only a part of the cloud was grounded at this time, and the value of ZDRW indicated
large raindrops falling in the cell front (09:33 UTC). In the middle stages (09:48), two ZDR
columns coexisted. One column existed previously on the west side, and it was further
enhanced to 4 dB (hereinafter referred to as the main ZDR column); the other was the
weaker ZDR column at the rear of the high Ze area (hereinafter referred to as the secondary
ZDR column). ZDRW showed an entire high ZDR area in the warm layer, indicating that
large raindrops were produced everywhere in the warm layer of the cloud (09:48 UTC).
Later, the secondary ZDR column disappeared, and the main ZDR column was still visible
but became weaker (10:00 UTC).
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Figure 6 shows the simulated results using a similar plotting and time selection
method as the X-PAR observations (Figure 5). There are inevitable differences between the
observation and the simulation since the selected background field and physical schemes
in the numerical cloud model may be different to some extent from the real situation. The
main difference between the observation and the simulation are as follows.
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Figure 6. Evolution of Ze, ZDRC, and ZDRW simulated with the cloud model. X and Y represent
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(1) The moving direction of the simulated cell is more eastward.
(2) The simulated ZH is stronger in the early stages, and it is weaker in later stages, but

the most visual difference is no more than 10 dBZ.
(3) The emerging time of the secondary ZDR column is different. In the observation, the

time lag between the two ZDR columns’ emergence is approximately 20 min, while in
the simulation, the value is 30 min.

(4) As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the magnitude of the simulated ZDR is lower than
the observation.

However, the cloud scale, extension direction, and location of the two ZDR columns
are similar. In the following part, based on the same moments of the early and middle
stages shown in Figure 5, the vertical profiles of both the observation and the simulation are
compared, and signals reflecting dynamic and microphysical characteristics are combined
with the simulated wind and hydrometeor fields for analysis.
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3.2. Typical Vertical Structures
3.2.1. The Selection of Vertical Profiles

Based on the overall macro distribution in the early and middle stages (Figures 5 and 6),
typical interpolated vertical profiles are selected to further analyze the dynamic and micro-
physical characteristics around the two ZDR columns, as well as their formation mechanisms.
Information on the six profiles from AA′′ to FF′′ represented in Figures 5 and 6 is shown
in Table 2. Profiles AA′′ and CC′′ are selected to check the main ZDR column in the early
stages, while profiles DD′′ and FF′′ are for the middle stages. In addition, profiles BB′′ and
EE′′ are comparable for determining why the secondary ZDR column does not exist in the
early stages and appears later.

Table 2. Information of interpolated profiles AA′′ to FF′′.

Profiles Code Stages Direction Description of the Direction What Contains in the Profiles

AA′′ early
(09:33
UTC)

S to N from the front to the rear of the
convective cell the main ZDR column

BB′′ S to N from the front to the rear of the
convective cell ZH core, no ZDR column

CC′′ NW to SE along the cloud’s extension the main ZDR column

DD′′ middle
(09:48
UTC)

S to N from the front to the rear of the
convective cell the main ZDR column

EE′′ S to N from the front to the rear of the
convective cell ZH core, the secondary ZDR column

FF′′ NW to SE along the cloud’s extension the main ZDR column

3.2.2. The Early Stages

In profiles AA′′ (Figure 7), the observation and simulation are basically consistent.
The strength and shape of ZH are similar, which are south-leaning and toward the cell’s
front, ungrounded, and less than 40 dBZ. Although the simulated ZDR value is small, as
mentioned in Section 2.5.2, it still shows a ZDR column extending from the warm layer to
the cold layer. Both RVD and HWD show a convergence area extending from the warm
layer to the cold layer. It can be seen from the simulated wind field that this convergence
area is formed by the confluence of the low-level inflow and the middle-level airflow
and corresponds to the bottom of the updraft core. The updraft is mainly distributed in
the cold layer, and the maximum updraft velocity is more than 20 m s−1. In addition,
the HWD shows that the upper-level divergence is divided into two parts, including a
divergence formed by the acceleration of the northern upper-level air flowing into the
south-leaning updraft center and a divergence area of the upper-level outflow in the south.
Although the RVD does not have such a clear block, it also shows that the upper air is
almost a divergent area. According to the above characteristics of low-level convergence
and high-level divergence, it can be inferred that there is actually an updraft at the main
ZDR column in the early stage.

For profiles BB′′ (Figure 8), although the observations and simulations are not as
similar as in profiles AA′′, there are still some things that can be mutually confirmed. ZH
shows that the convective cell tilts slightly backward. The large values of ZDR are all below
the 0 ◦C level, and no obvious ZDR column is observed. The RVD and HWD show that
although there is convergence in the middle layers and divergence in the upper layers, there
is also a divergence center at a height of 2 km near the ground. This divergence distribution
is different from the pattern corresponding to the strong upward flow in profiles AA′′.
From the simulated wind field, the warm layer is dominated by downdraft. The airflow
in the rear middle layer can also flow into the updraft area of the convective cell, but it is
mainly concentrated in the rear of the cold layer, rather than the updraft in the warm layer
of the cloud center as in profiles AA′′.
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Figure 7. Variables in profiles AA′′ observed with the X-PAR and simulated with the cloud model.
(a) Observed ZH, (b) observed ZDR, (c) observed RVD, (d) simulated ZH, (e) simulated ZDR, and
(f) simulated HWD. The dashed lines represent the height where the background air temperature
is 0 ◦C. The outlines of the simulated echo are limited to 10 dBZ. Black vectors are the simulated
wind field.
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A more complete updraft–downdraft circulation is seen in profiles CC′′ (Figure 9).
The simulated updraft area is at the edge of the cloud body on the left side of the image
(actually on the west side, corresponding to the right rear side of the moving direction of
the cloud), corresponding to the main ZDR column. The weak echo near the 0 ◦C layer has
a structure similar to an overhang in both observation and simulation, which is commonly
deemed to be an updraft indicator. The downdraft area is in the downwind direction of the
high-level wind and near the ZH core. RVD and HWD show that there are divergent areas
on the outmost layers and convergent areas on the inner layer where the main ZDR column
stands. The simulated wind field shows that the divergence area of the upper outer layer
may be caused by the acceleration of the air when it flows into the inclined updraft zone.
The convergence areas include two parts. One is a convergence of warm layer flow, and the
other is the convergence of cold layers around the updraft center. Although the RVD shows
a more complex distribution in the upper air than the HWD, which is not easy to explain at
present, the side where the main ZDR column stands has the characteristics of low-level
convergence and high-level divergence in both RVD and HWD, indicating that there is
a strong updraft. In addition, the hydrometeors formed at the updraft corresponding to
the main ZDR column could be transported downstream with the high-level wind and
then fall, which not only did not interfere with the original updraft but also enhanced the
updraft–downdraft circulation mentioned above.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 7 but for profiles CC′′.

3.2.3. The Middle Stages

The profiles DD′′ (Figure 10) in the middle stages have similarities with the earlier
profiles AA′′. The forward-leaning ZH core is still not very strong, although it exceeds
40 dBZ. Although there are abnormally large values and discontinuities in the simulated
ZDR, as mentioned in Section 2.5.2 (Figure 10e), where the abnormally large values are
mainly located in the front of the cell and the top of the ZDR column, a structure of the
ZDR column can still be seen. Compared with the early stages (Figure 7b,e), the observed
and simulated ZDR are larger, and the simulation shows that the ZDR column becomes
located below and behind the updraft. This indicates that larger raindrops are falling. Both
RVD and HWD show a convergence center in warm layers and divergence centers in cold
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layers. Although there is a part of echo grounded and divergence near the ground at the
position of the main ZDR column, the front low-level inflow can still converge with the rear
middle-level air flow below the 0 ◦C layer. This is conducive to the maintenance of the
strong updraft through the cold layer and the warm layer.
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In profiles EE′′ (Figure 11), the simulated ZH is higher than that in the observation. The
high-level strong echo has a backward overhang, which is not obvious in the observation,
but both of them are similar to profiles BB′′ at the early stages. RVD and HWD show
divergence in the bottom layers and the rear of the cold layer, and there is a convergence
center in the warm layer between the two divergence areas mentioned above. The simulated
wind field shows a strong updraft corresponding to the location of the secondary ZDR
column. This updraft starts from the convergence center and extends to the cloud top.
Compared with profiles BB′′ without a ZDR column in the early stage, the bottom divergence
outflow caused by precipitation is more obvious. Therefore, a reasonable inference is that
the middle and low air at the rear is forced to be lifted by the divergent outflow, forming
a deeper updraft that starts from warm layers and connects the existing updraft in cold
layers. This helps the formation of the secondary ZDR column. In addition, there is a large
ZDR area near the 0 ◦C layer at the upper part of the ZDR column, which is separated from
large ZDR areas on low levels. This distribution is less obvious in the simulation (Figure 11e)
but more obvious in the observation (Figure 11b). This large ZDR area may correspond to
two sources of large raindrops. One is the collision and coalescence process among cloud
drops and raindrops in the cold layers, and the other one is the melting of ice particles and
the collision in warm rain layers.

As shown in profiles FF′′ (Figure 12), although there are similar structures in echo and
divergence compared with the earlier profiles CC′′ (Figure 9), the cloud scale is further
extended, and the bottom divergence zone is distributed at a farther place downstream.
This leads to the bottom divergence outflow not connecting with the main ZDR column and
updraft area to create the convergence region as before. This may be one of the reasons
why the system is no longer enhanced and begins to weaken.
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In addition, the difference in temporal changes between the observed and simulated
ZDR changes needs to be explained. The observed ZDR in the middle stages (Figure 12b) is
obviously larger than that in the early stages (Figure 9b) on both the main ZDR column area
and the lower levels, indicating that various types of hydrometeor particles are growing.
However, the simulated ZDR does not appear to be larger at the lower levels in the middle
stages. A similar situation is mentioned in Section 2.5.2. Since there is no simulation to
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reflect a melting graupel, the simulated ZDR at the lower level in the middle stages is closer
to 0 when a melting graupel is present. This is different from the early stages when the
raindrops were dominant in the low levels.

3.3. Typical Horizontal Structures

On the horizontal sections near the 0 ◦C level, the shape of the ZDR column is worth
noting. In the early stages (Figure 13), the main ZDR column is located at the rear end of
the extended direction of the cloud. The shape of this ZDR column is similar to “C” or a
flipped “D” with the opening toward the ZH core and the direction of cloud extension.
In the simulated vertical air velocity (W, Figure 13c), the updraft core at this height also
presents a C-shaped distribution, and its opening direction corresponds to a large area of
downdraft downstream. Note that only half of both the updraft core and the ZDR column
area are overlapping. One possible explanation is that another part of the updraft core
corresponds to the forming ice-phase particles, which will be confirmed in the next section.
Except for the non-overlapping parts mentioned above, a C-shaped ZDR column can be a
signal for indicating the updraft area and the nearby downdraft area.
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Figure 13. Typical horizontal distribution in the early stages. The selected height is where the
background temperature is near 0 ◦C. (a) Observed ZH and ZDR; (b) simulated ZH and ZDR; and
(c) simulated vertical air velocity. The thinner black line in (c) is 0 dBZ for ZH, and the thicker black
line is 0.2 dB for ZDR, which are the same in (b).

In the middle stages, the C shape of the main ZDR column is more obvious in both the
observation and simulation results (Figure 14a,b). The secondary ZDR column is located
at the rear of the ZH core, while the updraft also splits into two adjacent regions at the
0 ◦C level height. One thing that needs to be mentioned is that the secondary ZDR column
appears to have split from one side of the C-shaped main ZDR column before the middle
stages, as shown in Figure 15. Combined with the analysis in Section 3.2.3, in addition to
the lower-level divergent outflow, the formation of the secondary ZDR column may also be
affected by the downstream extension of the upper-level updraft core.

In addition, it should be pointed out that the above C-shaped ZDR column is opposite
to the ZDR column patterns in previous conceptual models and real observations of a
supercell [3,36,37] and [17] (p. 281), though the authors of these studies did not make a
specific discussion on the C-shaped ZDR column. In a supercell storm, the opening side
of the “C” corresponding to a ZDR column opens in the opposite direction of the cloud
extension. This distribution corresponds to the position of an updraft, which is essentially
different from the one in this paper. The main updraft area of a supercell is located in the
front, rather than in the lateral and rear sides of the convective cell, as shown in this paper.
This may also be one of the reasons for the essential differences in their strength and life
span, but more research is necessary to figure this out in the future.
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(a) observed ZDR and (b) simulated ZDR. The unit of the shading is dB. The selected height is
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3.4. Microphysical Characteristics around the Two ZDR Columns

The simulation provides microphysical processes and hydrometeor fields, but in view
of the variety of these fields, only their relative position distribution is shown in Figure 16.
The contour scales for reference are seen in Table 3. In addition, for the convenience of
viewing these images, ice crystals and snow are shown as one class that have relatively
similar properties; graupel and hail are also combined since there is less hail in the result
and no real report of a hail event.
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(d) DD′′, (e) EE′′, and (f) FF′′. The hydrometeors include ice crystals (I), snow (S), graupel (G), hail
(H), frozen drops (FD), cloud drops (C)l and raindrops (R). The bold black lines are the outlines of
ZH = 10 dBZ. Colored contour lines are based on simulated water content and are automatically
produced according to their own value range in a specific time and profile instead of a fixed value.
The scales of these contour lines are seen in Table 3.

Table 3. The scales of contour lines in Figure 16. The unit is g m3. For three contour lines of each
class of hydrometeor, values in this table show the lowest and highest.

Profiles Code Ice Crystal and Snow Graupel and Hail Frozen Drop Cloud Drop Rain Drop

AA′′ 5 × 10−5~5 × 10−4 0.05~0.40 0.01~0.07 0.20~2.00 0.20~2.20
BB′′ 0.002~0.018 0.50~3.00 0.20~1.80 0.10~0.90 0.50~2.50
CC′′ 0.002~0.012 0.20~2.00 0.10~0.70 0.10~0.70 0.20~2.00
DD′′ 5 × 10−4~5 × 10−3 0.10~0.80 0.05~0.50 0.20~1.80 0.50~2.50
EE′′ 0.02~0.14 0.20~2.20 0.20~1.60 0.20~1.60 0.50~2.50
FF′′ 0.02~0.12 0.20~2.20 0.20~2.00 0.20~2.00 0.50~2.50

In the early stages, the position of the main ZDR column is dominated by uplifting
condensed cloud droplets and converted raindrops (Figure 16a). The updraft and the
main raindrop areas extend from the warm level to the cold level and near the cloud top.
The large value center of raindrops is at the 7 km height in the cold layer, and the frozen
droplets mainly form here. In the other profiles (Figure 16b,c), there are two centers of
raindrops. One is located in the strong updraft area in the cold layer; the other is located
in the lower layer, which is generated by the melting of frozen droplets. In addition, the
center of the graupel is in the downwind direction of the raindrop area on the upper levels,
and it is closer to the center of the convective cell. This indicates that supercooled raindrops
will be collected by the graupel to promote its growth. In the middle stages, the range of
graupel in cold layers expands (Figure 16d) and extends down to the warm layer and melts
(Figure 16e,f). The center of the low-level rain is grounded due to the melting precipitation
process. This explains the enhancement in bottom divergence in the middle stages in
Section 3.2.3.
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For the formation mechanism of the ZDR columns, it can only be known from Figure 16
that a large number of raindrops are converted from cloud droplets in the cold layer, but it
is still not clear whether raindrops are transported from the warm layer to the cold layer by
the updraft. For this reason, the vertical flux of raindrops is calculated as follows:

FLUX = (W − VT)ρQ (7)

where VT is the mean terminal velocity of raindrops given in the cloud model. Figure 17
shows that, except for the location without a ZDR column at the early stages (Figure 17b),
there is an obvious upward flux of raindrops from the warm layer to the cold layer. There-
fore, the ZDR columns can be considered to be caused by both the condensation and collision
growth of liquid droplets in the cold layer and the upward transportation of raindrops in
the warm layer.
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3.5. Other Characteristics Related to Radar Polarization

Hydrometeor classification (HC) is a famous use of dual-polarization radar for both
research and meteorological services. An important issue is whether the HC result in the
upper air is reliable, especially in severe convection where in situ observations are difficult
to obtain. Figure 18 shows a set of HC results, which is derived from the fuzzy logic scheme
of Feng et al. [38] and has been used in previous studies [26,39]. Although the observation
is still lacking, the hydrometeor classes in the simulation (Figure 16) and HC can mutually
confirm each other. For example, HC shows supercooled water near the main ZDR column
in the early stages (Figure 18a), and a graupel area above 8 km height is very similar to
the simulation (Figure 16a). In addition, there are many similar distributions between the
simulation and the HC, including the graupel areas dominant in the most upper air of the
convection, the snow and ice crystals on the top and outer layers, and the “rain & hail”
class in the lower level at the later stages, which corresponds to the melting of hail, graupel,
and frozen drop. In general, these HC results have a certain rationality. However, the
actual microphysical process in the cold layer usually involves different hydrometeors and
their transformation in the same space, and the HC algorithm does not have the capacity to
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reflect that. Therefore, its use in microphysical research is limited, and it is not used as a
main analysis approach in this paper.
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In addition, ρhv and differential propagation phase shift (KDP) are common analysis
objects that show fingerprints of microphysical processes. For ρhv, some typical vertical
profiles show values near and lower than 0.9 at the top of the two ZDR columns in the
middle stages. This reflects a nonuniformity of the phase and shape of particles, and it is
consistent with the processes in Figure 16, where raindrops can be transformed into frozen
drops or collected by different ice particles. The presence of hail is also known to decrease
ρhv. However, since there are many influencing factors on a low ρhv, it is not easy to fully
explain all low-value areas. For KDP, large values concentrate at low levels, which reflect
high liquid water content, and some typical vertical profiles show KDP columns similar to
the ZDR columns. In general, these features were reflected in the HC results (Figure 18).
Therefore, the images of ρhv and KDP are not displayed here.

4. Discussion

The formation and maintenance conditions of the secondary ZDR column are very
different from those of the main ZDR column. The updraft corresponding to the secondary
ZDR column is partly due to the forcing of precipitation with downdraft at the rear of
the convective core in the middle stages, while the main ZDR column forms under the
convergent flow from both sides relative to the moving direction of the cell. In an envi-
ronment with considerable wind shear, the hydrometeors in the middle and upper layers
are transported to the downwind area, which makes the precipitation with downdrafts
stagger with the main updraft area, so that the main ZDR column maintains for a longer
time; as the precipitation weakens after the middle stages, the formation and maintenance
conditions of the secondary ZDR column gradually disappear, which leads to its shorter
maintenance time. Since the secondary ZDR column does not correspond to the formation
of a new convection or an enhancement in the original convection, it should be regarded
as a by-product of a convection at the middle stages rather than an indicator of stronger
weather. This may also be one of the potential factors that may interfere with the judgment
of the situation through the ZDR column.
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The weaker values of ZDR within the ZDR column imply the underestimation of
supercooled raindrop size using the cloud model. This provides clues for improving the
common two-moment microphysical schemes. For example, there may be a difference
in RSDs between the raindrops transformed from cloud droplets in the cold layer and
those transported from the warm layer by an updraft. At this time, the collision between
these two parts of raindrops may not be the continuous translation of a peak of the RSD,
which makes the traditional two-moment scheme difficult to characterize in this situation.
A possible solution may be to treat cloud-transformed rain and melt-formed rain as two
individual categories in the numerical model.

5. Conclusions

Benefiting from the dual polarization X-PAR capable of fast scanning, the complete
lifetime of a cell storm, which emerged from the clear sky and contained two ZDR columns
simultaneously, was observed. Since a ZDR column was previously considered to corre-
spond to an updraft, the coexistence of two ZDR columns in a single convective cell implies
a certain complexity of the dynamic structure, which is different from the single updraft
structure in the common convective cell conceptual model. Analysis of typical spatial
structures at different stages was studied using X-PAR observations and cloud model
simulations. The main conclusions were as follows:

(1) The main ZDR column is located in the opposite direction of the cloud extension
and is on the right side of the ZH core relative to the cloud development. Under the
influence of the convergence of low-level inflow in the front- and middle-level flow
at the rear, the main ZDR column lasts from the early stages to the later stages of the
convective cell.

(2) The secondary ZDR column is at the rear of the horizontal reflectivity (ZH) core. It
mainly exists in the middle stages, and its existence time is shorter. The middle and
low air at the rear is forced upward by the divergent outflow of the precipitation
in the middle stages, which may be one of the formation causes of the secondary
ZDR column.

(3) The studied convective cell was born under a wind shear condition, where the wind
directions in the lower and middle layers are opposite, and this is a known favorable
condition for the maintenance of convection since it is conducive to the dislocation of
an updraft and a downdraft. Along the cloud extension direction in the early stages,
some factors are good for the maintenance of a specific circulation, including the
updraft at the main ZDR column area, the hydrometeors transported downstream in
the cold layer and falling down away from the updraft, and a part of the divergent
flow near the surface converging with the inflow to maintain the updraft.

(4) Both ZDR columns correspond to an updraft from the warm layer to the cold layer.
Along these updrafts, there are raindrops converted from cloud drops in the cold
layer and originating from the upward flux of raindrops, indicating two key sources
for raindrops to form a ZDR column.

The above mechanism may also exist in other common mesoscale convective systems,
but it may be neglected in previous studies because it is not easy to confirm two ZDR
columns coexist in a single cell when there are many convective cells and many ZDR
columns with different life periods. Owing to non-interference from other convective cells,
the characteristics and formation mechanism of these two ZDR columns are better studied
than in a multicell system. However, it can be inferred that similar phenomena may also be
found in previous data under a targeted review.

In addition, some diagnostic features were found. The C-shaped ZDR column near
the ZH core in a horizontal section indicates an updraft area near the downdraft area.
The observed RVD and simulated HWD are comparable and can indicate the updraft
by the convergence at low levels and divergence at upper levels. However, in-depth
studies should be conducted based on fully verifying the retrieval results of dynamic and
microphysical characteristics in combination with various observations in the future.
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